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Abstract

Data warehouses are used to collect and analyze data from remote sources. The data collected often
originate from transactional information and can become very large. This paper presents a framework for
incrementally removing warehouse data (without a need to fully recompute views), o�ering two choices.
One is to expunge data, in which case the result is as if the data had never existed. The second is to
expire data, in which case views de�ned over the data are not necessarily a�ected. Within the framework,
a user or administrator can specify what data to expire or expunge, what auxiliary data is to be kept
for facilitating incremental view maintenance, what type of updates are expected from external sources,
and how the system should compensate when data is expired or other parameters changed. We present
algorithms for the various expiration and compensation actions, and we show how our framework can be
implemented on top of a conventional RDBMS. Keywords: view maintenance, data warehouse

1 Introduction

The amount of data copied into a warehouse may be very large; for instance, [JMS95] cites a major telecom-

munications company that collects 75GB of data every day or 27TB a year. Even with cheap disks, in

many cases it will be desirable to \remove" from the on-line warehouse some of the data that is no longer of

interest or relevant. There are two basic methods for removing unneeded data: expunction and expiration.

We illustrate the di�erence between these two methods in the following example.

EXAMPLE 1.1 A source contains a base relation on \shopping markets" of interest:

� market(mID; s; e). A tuple hmID; s; ei is in this relation if the market mID with an employee count of

e is in state s (e.g., \CA"). The key of the view is mID.

The warehouse administrator (WHA) de�nes a materialized view so that this information can be easily

accessible at the warehouse:

CREATE VIEW MCopy AS

SELECT *

FROM market

Furthermore, the WHA de�nes the following view to summarize employee averages by state:

CREATE VIEW EmpAvg AS

SELECT s, AVG(e)

FROM MCopy

GROUPBY s
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mID s (state) e (emp. count)

A CA 100

B CA 150

C OR 26

Figure 1: MCopy View

s avg

CA 125

OR 26

Figure 2: EmpAvg View

mID s (state) e (emp. count)

A CA 100

B CA 150

Figure 3: MCopy after Expiration of hC;OR; 26i

s cnt

OR 1

Figure 4: EmpAvg Auxiliary View after Expira-

tion of hC;OR; 26i

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the views on a small example.

Next, assume that materialized view MCopy has become too large, and the WHA wants to \remove"

(perhaps archive to tape) warehouse tuples that are no longer of interest. Say that the tuples to be removed

are those from the state of Oregon. In Figure 1 this is tuple hC;OR; 26i. If the tuple is expired, it still logically

exists in MCopy except that it is unavailable. Thus, the view EmpAvg is una�ected by the expiration.

Figure 3 shows the state of MCopy after the expiration, while Figure 2 still shows the state of EmpAvg. On

the other hand, if tuple hC;OR; 26i is expunged, then its disappearance is visible to views de�ned on MCopy.

In this case, the hOR; 26i tuple would also be removed from EmpAvg. In other words, expunction e�ectively

changes the speci�cation of view MCopy to exclude the Oregon data, while expiration does not.

Note that both expiration and expunction at the warehouse are di�erent from deletion of base data. In

the two examples of the previous paragraph, base relation market did not change: tuple hC;OR; 26i still

exists there. We use the term deletion only for removal of base data. A deletion of tuple hC;OR; 26i would

need to be propagated to the warehouse, and the impact would be similar to expunging the tuple from

MCopy. However, in this case the speci�cation of MCopy does not change: it is still a full copy of market

(it is just that market has gotten smaller).

It is important to notice that expiration may complicate future maintenance of the warehouse. To

illustrate, assume that after hC;OR; 26i is expired, a new tuple hD;OR; 52i is inserted into market. When

the warehouse is informed of the insertion, it must compute a new average for Oregon tuples in EmpAvg.

However, since tuple hC;OR; 26i is not available, it cannot readily compute the new average. This means

that when data is expired, either it must be known that future updates like the one illustrated will not occur,

or the warehouse needs to create an auxiliary view to help with future updates. In our example, the auxiliary

view needs to save the count of Oregon tuples, as shown in Figure 4. (With the count, and the running

average in EmpAvg, we can incrementally compute the new averages without having to access the actual

tuples in MCopy.) Thus, the auxiliary view saves the \portion" of the expired data (in this case simply the

tuple counts by state) that is still required for incremental view maintenance. 2

Both expunction and expiration are useful in a warehouse. In our example, expunction is useful if say

our company is no longer tracking Oregon markets because it is pulling out of the region. However, if we

still wish to track the average employee counts, but no longer need direct access to the raw market data for

Oregon, then expiration is appropriate.
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In spite of the importance of expunction and expiration, as far as we know, current warehouse systems

do not provide explicit support for them. It is up to the WHA to manually manipulate materialized views

in order to achieve the desired e�ect. For example, say we wish to expire market data by timestamp (as

opposed to by state). Each day the WHA can upload the �le containing new market data, compute the

averages for the day, append them to an averages view, and then remove the raw data at the end of the day.

This assumes that the averages view is append only. If this is not the case, the WHA must de�ne appropriate

auxiliary views, and tell the system how to use them. Expirations based on non-timestamp attributes would

be more complex.

In this paper we propose a framework for system-managed expunction and expiration. With it, the

WHA, or users in some cases, can declare what data is expired or expunged, and the system automatically

determines what auxiliary data is needed, and how to maintain views. The WHA can also declare in a

very general way what types of base modi�cations are expected (e.g., append only data, increasing values

for some attribute), and the system uses this knowledge to improve the e�ciency of expiration and view

maintenance. We allow changes in the expiration and modi�cation speci�cations (with some limitations),

and provide algorithms that the system uses to dynamically adjust. (Due to space limitations we do not

discuss in detail how the system handles expunction; this is actually simpler than handling expirations.)

Furthermore, we provide a number of additional controls on each view that specify how the system should

react to expirations a�ecting the view.

We stress that many of the problems addressed in this paper have been individually studied before.

For instance, there has been substantial work on incremental view maintenance, view adaptation, de�ning

auxiliary views, using modi�cation constraints to reduce maintenance work, and coping with incomplete

information in views (expired data is a type of incomplete information). (All this related work is surveyed

in Section 5.) The main contribution of this paper is in generalizing and integrating the strategies and

algorithms earlier developed into a exible framework. Furthermore, our work extends the prior strategies

into a dynamic and more realistic setting where the speci�cations of what is expired and expunged, and of

what modi�cations can occur, can change over time.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 gives a more detailed overview of our framework

and the controls it provides for expiration. That section also de�nes the notion of consistency among view

extensions and the controls. Section 3 gives the algorithms for view initialization and for compensating for

changes in controls. In Section 4, we briey show how these algorithms can be integrated into a warehouse

system that runs on top of a conventional RDBMS. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 5.

2 Framework

In this section we give a complete overview of our framework for incremental maintenance and removal of

warehouse data. We do this through the example of Figure 5. The circles at the bottom of the �gure

represent the base relations on which the warehouse views are de�ned. The boxes represent views de�ned on

the relations or on other views. Within each box we list the controls for that view: these are \commands"

that tell the warehouse how to manage the view. For now, think of the relations as existing at remote sites,
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E: see Figure 6

3.5 3

Figure 5: Representation of Views in the Framework

and the views at the warehouse. (This need not be the case in general.) The lines and arrows between boxes

and circles are simply for visualizing some of the relationships that will be described in this section.

For our example, we have three base relations that serve as the \inputs" for our warehouse:

� market(mID, s, e): This relation, introduced in Section 1, gives the state s and employee count e of

every market. The underlined attribute, mID, is the key.

� sale(sID, mID, d): A tuple in this relation represents a sale sID at market mID on date d. Each sale

involves several items, as detailed in the next relation.

� line(lID, sID, itID, p): Each tuple details a line lID of a particular sale sID, giving the item itID sold

and the price p it sold at.

We assume that base relations are fully materialized (no expired tuples) but may be expensive to access

(for querying or view maintenance) since they may reside in remote sources. To avoid this expense, base

views in the warehouse are de�ned over the base relations. Hence, base relations are only accessed when the

base views are initialized 1. In our example, the base views are V1, V2 and V3.

Let us now describe the controls of base view V3 in Figure 5. V3[S] gives the de�nition of the view

using non-recursive Datalog [Ull89] rules. Since handling duplicates is important in evaluating aggregates,

we assume the Datalog rules do not eliminate duplicates (as in [GMS93]). We could have used SQL or other

bag-based languages, but it leads to more cumbersome expressions later on. For V3, the speci�cation is

V3(mID; s; e) :� market(mID; s; e): (1)

(Note that in Figure 5 this speci�cation has been abbreviated to V3 :� market.) This states that every

tuple in relation market (with attributes mID, s, e) should be in V3, modulo the portion that is expired as

described by the availability constraint of V3.

1Base views are either self-maintainable views ([GJM96]) or views that can be made self-maintainable ([QGMW96]).
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B
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mID

mID s (state) e

A CA 100

B   CA      150
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V4

line sale

market

SAME AS  V  [E] SAME AS  V  [E]

p d (date) e

l0 s0 88 3.50 12/23/89 100

itIDsIDlID

1

Figure 6: Current Extensions of Views

The availability constraint of V3, V3[A] : s 6= \CA", indicates what tuples are not expired. That is, if

a market tuple has a state (s) value of \CA," then that tuple is expired and does not appear in V3. If a

market tuple is from a state other than California, then it is materialized in V3. We use the notation V3[E ]

to refer to the extension of V3, a bag of materialized tuples. Figure 6 shows V3[E ] and the extensions for

the other views, at a given point in time. (As expected, V3[E ] is missing the California tuples from relation

market.) Strictly speaking, V3[E ] is not a control of V3, but rather the \result" of the other controls. Given

speci�cation Vj[S] and availability constraint Vj[A], Vj [E ] is the bag of tuples that results from

Vj[S]; Vj[A]: (2)

Notice that expunction is achieved through Vj[S]. For example, if we add condition (s 6= ``CA") to V3[S]

(as opposed to having it in V3[A]), then California tuples would not be logically part of this view and should

not be reected in views de�ned over V3. However, if condition (s 6= ``CA") is in V3[A] (as in our example),

it means that California tuples are expired, i.e., they are not currently materialized in V3[E ], but they could

be reected in higher level views. For instance, in Figure 6, the one tuple in V4[E ] contains an employee

count e of 100, corresponding to an expired V3 tuple. We de�ne V4 below and describe how this V4 tuple

arose.

The next three V3 controls in Figure 5 are the modi�cation constraints V3[I], V3[D] and V3[U ]. The �rst

two controls describe the insertions and deletions that can occur to V3 (and hence to market). In the current

example, both constraints are set to true which means any type of modi�cation can occur. However, if for

instance the WHA �nds out that markets in Oregon have closed, he may set both constraints to (s 6= \OR")

to indicate that there will be no more modi�cations to the Oregon data. In this paper we assume that an
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update must satisfy both V3[I] and V3[D], as if it was a delete followed by an insert. Furthermore, control

V3[U ] speci�es what attributes may be updated. In the current example, V3[U ] is fmID; s; eg, indicating

that all of V3's attributes may be updated. Modi�cation constraints provide semantic information about the

underlying application; as we will see later, knowledge of these constraints can help reduce the size of the

auxiliary views.

The �nal V3 control, V3[K], will be described later. Moving to other views in Figure 5, V1 and V2 are base

views de�ned on relations line and sale. Their controls are similar to those of V3. Notice that since V1[A]

and V2[A] are both true, V1[E ] and V2[E ] are copies of the extension of the line and sale relations respectively.

Views V4 and V5 are non-base views whose speci�cations V4[S] and V5[S] are given by the rules

V4(lID; sID; itID; p; d; e) :� V1(lID; sID; itID; p); V2(sID;mID; d);

V3(mID; s; e); d = 12= � =�; itID < 100 (3)

V5(s; avg) :� GROUPBY ([V3(mID; s; e)]; [s]; avg = AVG(e)) (4)

View V4 is a natural join of V1, V2, and V3, where we only want information for December months, and for

certain items (with itID less than 100). View V5 is the same aggregate view introduced in Section 1. Both

rules are again expressed in non-recursive Datalog. For aggregates, we use the notation de�ned by [Mum91].

Notice that the availability control of V4 is set to true, meaning that no tuples are expired, despite V3

having expired some tuples. Clearly, the current V4[E ] cannot possibly be computed after the tuples in V3

have been expired unless we read from the original market relation. In our framework we assume that for

initializing a view we only have access to the extensions of the immediate views. Thus, to initialize V4 we can

only read from V1[E ], V2[E ], and V3[E ] at that time. This implies that to reach the state shown in Figures 5

and 6 the V3 expiration must have occurred after the initialization of V4.

Our framework can be extended to allow access to more than the immediate views. However, this means

that the query that is used to initialize a view must try to make up for expired data at one level by reading

\deeper" views. This is an expensive process, and in many practical cases will not be worthwhile because the

deeper views may be at remote sites (like market) or will have even more expired data than the immediate

views. Because of this, and to simplify our presentation, we restrict access to only the immediate views.

After V4[E ] is initialized, V4 needs to be maintained when modi�cations to V3 (V1 and V2 as well) occur.

Since tuples are expired from V3, the modi�cations to V3 may not actually a�ect V3[E ]! For instance, the

deletion from market of hA;CA; 100i, an expired V3 tuple, does not a�ect V3[E ] but will cause the only tuple

in V4[E ] to be deleted. Thus, whether a modi�cation to V3 a�ects V3[E ] or not, it may a�ect V4 and must be

propagated.

The expiration of the V3 tuples also creates problems in calculating the modi�cations to V4 due to

modi�cations to V1 and V2. Suppose hl0; s1; 90; 12:50i is inserted into V1. This tuple joins with the V2

tuple with sID = \s1", which in turn joins with the California V3 tuple with mID = \B". Unfortunately,

that V3 tuple is expired. This implies that to manage V4 we need an auxiliary view, XV3:4. This auxiliary

view contains expired data from V3 (the �rst subscript in XV3:4) necessary for maintaining V4 (the second

subscript in XV3:4). Auxiliary views were introduced in [QGMW96] and [HZ96].

The contents of XV3:4 are de�ned by XV3:4[S] and XV3:4[A]. We select XV3:4[S] to identify those V3
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tuples that would be needed in the worst case that V3[A] were false and V4[A] were true. In that case, when

all of V3 is expired, we would need all V3 tuples, in case they may join with modi�ed tuples of V1 and V2.

That is, XV3:4[S] is the rule

XV3:4(mID; e) :� V3(mID; s; e):

Note that we do not need to store the s attribute in XV3:4 since it is not used in V4. The constraint in

XV3:4[A] then tells us which of those tuples are actually needed given the current V3[A] and V4[A]. That is,

we only need California tuples, since those are the unavailable ones. Hence, XV3:4[A] is set to (s = \CA").

One can check that in Figure 6, only California tuples are indeed in XV3:4[E ].

We have not shown the auxiliary views XV1:4 and XV2:4 in Figures 5 and 6 to avoid clutter. Since both

V1 and V2 currently have no expired tuples, both XV1:4 and XV2:4 have empty extensions (i.e., XV1:4[A] =

XV2:4[A] = false).

The extension of XV3:4 can be reduced further by considering the modi�cation constraints. To illustrate,

suppose for a moment that both V1[I] and V2[I] are set to false (i.e., there are no insertions/updates to V1

nor V2). In this case, the tuples in XV3:4 will be of no use and XV3:4[A] can be set to false. To see this,

notice that XV3:4 is only used in propagating V1, V2 insertions and updates onto V4. (View XV3:4 is not used

for propagating deletions, since with keys deletions can be handled by just joining with V4.) So, since there

are no V1, V2 insertions and updates, we can set XV3:4[A] to false. In Section 3 we derive the expressions

for XVk:j[A] which take into consideration availability and modi�cation constraints.

The advantage of these XVk:4[S] and XVk:4[A] de�nitions is that the speci�cation does not have to

change as the availability constraint and modi�cation constraints of V1, V2, V3 and V4 change. For instance,

if Oregon tuples are also expired from V3, then only XV3:4[A] has to change to cover both California and

Oregon tuples. This is the approach we follow in our framework: keep the speci�cation of auxiliary views

broad, and use the availability constraints to remove tuples that are not currently needed.

View V5 is di�erent from V4 in that California tuples are expired (i.e., V5[A] is (s 6= \CA")). This

means that V5 can be initialized even after V3 tuples have been expired. That is, the expired California

V3 tuples are irrelevant for computing the averages currently materialized in V5. Strictly speaking we do

not need an auxiliary view XV3:5 to cope with modi�cations to V3 tuples. For instance, if the V3 tuple

hC;OR; 26i is updated to hC;OR; 27i, the new average can be computed easily: simply collect the V3 tuples

with (s = \OR") and compute the average of the employee count (e) attribute. However, in keeping with

our general philosophy, we will say that there is an auxiliary view XV3:5, except that at this time all of its

contents are expired (XV3:5[A] = false). Thus, the speci�cation for XV3:5 is set to the rule

XV3:5(s; cnt) :� GROUPBY ([V3(mID; s; e)]; [s]; cnt = COUNT ()): (5)

This de�nes the contents of XV3:5 in the worst case that all of V3 and none of V5 were expired. That is,

given the counts provided in this speci�cation, we could incrementally maintain V5 without having to access

any V3 information.

The \purge" Boolean controls, V4[P] and V5[P] tell the warehouse what to do to compensate for expiration

of data these views depend on. For example, if V5[P] = true, and V3[A] is changed to expire both California

and Oregon tuples, then the warehouse system would respond by expiring from V5 the tuple that refers to
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Oregon (in addition to the California one already expired). If V5[P] = false and the same change occurs, the

warehouse would respond by keeping the Oregon tuple in V5 and by adding the count of Oregon markets to

XV3:5, i.e., by changing XV3:5[A] from false to (s = \OR"). The value of V5[P] depends on the user that

de�ned V5 (owner of V5). The owner may set V5[P] to true if he wants the tuples in V5[E ] to be dependent

on V3[E ]. This may be because the owner of V5 also owns V3 and uses the availability constraints to express

which tuples he is interested in. On the other hand, if he wants V5[E ] to be independent from V3[E ], V5[P]

is set to false. Purge controls are not applicable to base views, since the data they depend on never expires.

The last Boolean controls, V4[K] and V5[K] only apply to views like V4 and V5 that have no other views

de�ned on them. The owner of V4 may set V4[K] to false if he wants to expire tuples from V4's auxiliary

views based on V4[A]. This cuts down on the space used by the auxiliary views. Although it is not the

focus of the paper, by setting V4[K] to true, more auxiliary view tuples are saved which can be used in

\unexpiring" expired V4 tuples. As just mentioned, once views are de�ned on V4, V4[K] must be set to true

since modi�cations to V4 tuples (even expired ones) must be computed to maintain the views de�ned on V4.

That concludes the discussion of the controls for V4 and V5. Notice that unlike the base views, V4

and V5 do not have modi�cation constraints. This is because the modi�cation constraints of V4 and V5

depend entirely on the modi�cation constraints of the base views. Thus it would be redundant to associate

modi�cation constraints to V4 and V5.

So far we have illustrated how the various controls impact what is stored in views, but we have not yet

addressed how expiration a�ects answers to queries. Essentially, we face the same choice we faced when

initializing views. To illustrate, consider the query Q(stID) :� V3(stID; s; e); e > 26. We could retrieve

only data found in V3, or we could recursively explore the views and relations V3 is de�ned on. In the �rst

case, we would retrieve no matching tuples, since the tuples hA;CA; 100i and hB;CA; 125i are expired. In

the last case we would �nd these two tuples in relation market.

For simplicity, in this paper we assume that user queries only read from the views that are directly

mentioned in them. The answer may be incomplete, and should be interpreted in light of the respective

availability constraints. Thus, when the user is given the answer to the above query, he must be reminded that

California tuples are not included. One way to do this would be to associate to each query Q an availability

constraint (denoted as Q[A]) that describes the incompleteness of the answer. For this query, Q[A] is set to

(s 6= \CA") which tells the user that the answer shown is actually for the query Q(stID) :� V3(stID; s; e); e >

26; s 6= \CA". In [LGM97] we discuss how our framework can be extended to allow queries to search a given

number of levels below the queried views. Also related is [Lev96], which discusses when complete answers

can be obtained from an incomplete database.

To summarize, we have presented a framework where warehouse views have the following controls: view

de�nition (S); view extension (E); availability constraint (A); modi�cation constraints (I, D, U); purge

(P); and keep (K). Queries only read from the views mentioned in the queries, and for incremental view

maintenance of a view Vj we only use data in Vj, in auxiliary views XVk:j, and in views that appear in Vj [S].

We still need, however, to discuss one important issue to complete the overview of our framework. This is

discussed in the following subsection.
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2.1 Consistent State

The controls in a given warehouse are interrelated, and it is important that they be mutually consistent. For

instance, the controls in Figure 5 and the extensions in Figure 6 were not chosen at random; on the contrary,

they match each other well.

In particular, let the state of the warehouse refer to the all the controls of all views and the extensions of

all the views. In a consistent state, the following conditions hold:

1. Data Consistency: The view extensions hold data that reect the current base relations, modulo expired

tuples. That is, for each view Vj, Vj[E ] is identical to what we would obtain by augmenting Vj[S] with

Vj[A], expanding Vj[S] to refer only to base relations, and evaluating it on the current contents of the

base relations.

2. Maintenance Consistency: For each view Vj de�ned on views fVkg, it is possible to incrementally

maintain Vj by accessing only Vj [E ], fVk[E ]g, and fXVk:j[E ]g.

3. Modi�cation Constraint Consistency: The modi�cation constraints of the base views describe the

modi�cations to the base views caused by changes to the base relations in the \real world". More

formally, if 4Vb are the new updated/inserted tuples of some base view Vb, the following rules are

guaranteed to produce the same bag of tuples.

4T1 :� 4Vb;

4T2 :� 4Vb; Vb[I]

Similar rules hold for 5Vb (old updated/deleted tuples) and Vb[D]. As a result, in any rule that 4Vb

(5Vb) appears in, it can be replaced by 4Vb; Vb[I] (5Vb; Vb[D] respectively). Also, only the attributes

in Vb[U ] can get updated.

We now illustrate how the warehouse state given in Figures 5 and 6 satis�es these constraints. To check

the data consistency of V4, we rewrite the speci�cation of V4 by augmenting it with V4[A] then recursively

replacing the views it accesses by their speci�cations, until we only have base relations. We obtain the rule

V4(lID; sID; itID; p; d; e) :� line; sale;market; d = 12= � =�; itID < 100; true

Given the contents of relations line, sale and market shown in Figure 6, the result of the above de�nition

is fhl0; s0; 88; 3:50;12=23=89;100ig which is also V4[E ]. The data consistency of the other views can be

con�rmed in a similar fashion 2.

Secondly, checking maintenance consistency involves ensuring that views can be properly maintained. For

the speci�c example discussed previously, we have already argued that each view can be properly maintained.

In our framework, this type of consistency is ensured by the algorithms we develop in Section 3.

Lastly, we do not need to check modi�cation constraint consistency since we assume that the WHA

faithfully describes the modi�cations to base views based on his knowledge of the \real world". Notice that

the WHA does not need to know everything about the \real world" for modi�cation constraint consistency

2V5[S] is augmented as V5 :� GROUPBY ([V3; s 6= \CA"]; [s]; avg = AV G(e)) since selections are done before the grouping.
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to hold. For instance, he can set all the I and D constraints to true initially and make the constraints

stronger as he learns more about the modi�cations to the base views.

3 Maintaining a Consistent State

There are two types of events that can possibly a�ect the consistency of the warehouse: (1) a new view

is de�ned; (2) a control is changed. In this section, we give the algorithms that handle these two types of

events and that guarantee that the warehouse is kept in a consistent state.

When a view Vj is de�ned, the owner provides the speci�cation Vj[S] and the boolean values for Vj [P]

and Vj[K]. If Vj is a base view, the values for Vj[I], Vj [D] and Vj[U ] are also provided. The view initialization

algorithm must then initialize the Vj [E ] and Vj [A]. This portion of the algorithm is discussed in Section

3.1. In addition, the view initialization algorithm must initialize all the auxiliary views fXVk:jg necessary

to maintain Vj and set their availability constraints fXVk:j[A]g appropriately. This portion of the algorithm

is discussed in Section 3.2.

After a view Vj is initialized, most of its controls can be changed and compensating actions are necessary

to maintain a consistent state. We give the algorithms that implement these compensating actions in Section

3.3. One type of control change we do not cover in Section 3.3 are changes to Vj [S] which occur when Vj

tuples are expunged. Vj[S] can be changed only by adding selection conditions or adding semi-joins with

other views. The expunged tuples can be found using techniques outlined in [GMR95]. Once found, they

are treated as deleted Vj tuples and propagated to the \higher level" views.

Before we discuss the algorithms, we consider the rule V8(X) :� V7(X;Y ); X > 7 and introduce some

notation. The variables that appear in the head predicate (i.e., X) are called distinguished variables. The

body of this rule is composed of an ordinary predicate (i.e., V7(X;Y )) and a built-in predicate (e.g., =, >).

We call a predicate that represents either new updated/inserted tuples of V (4V ) or old updated/deleted

tuples of V (5V ) a delta predicate. Also, we will often omit in the rules the variables used in the predicates

when they are not needed. For instance, we would just use\V7" instead of \V7(X;Y )" in the rule above.

We call the body of a rule its Right Hand Side (RHS). Moreover, given a set of rules R, we use RHS(R) to

denote the disjunction of the RHS's of the rules in R. We assume that all rules are safe ([Ull89]).

We need to introduce two more concepts. First, given two constraints A1 and A2, A1 is stronger than

A2 i� A1 ) A2. Second, we will need the concept of a complete Vj which is the bag of tuples that would

result from Vj [S]. In rules like the one in the last paragraph, we assume ordinary predicates such as V7 refer

to the complete V7. V7[E ] must be used in the rules to refer to the materialized bag of tuples.

We now discuss in detail the various algorithms. Due to space constraints, the complete listing of the

algorithms is found in Appendix A. Also, we only discuss the portion of the algorithms for SPJ views.

3.1 Initializing Vj [E] and Vj[A]

Initializing a view Vj involves computing the extension Vj [E ] and the constraint Vj[A]. Vj [E ] cannot be

initialized using Vj[S] since the rule requires access to the complete underlying views. When a view is
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initialized, only the extensions of the underlying views are available. Thus the rule to use is

Vj [E ] :� RHS(Vj [S])
E ; (6)

where RHS(Vj [S])
E is just RHS(Vj [S]) but with each Vk replaced by Vk[E ]. For instance, the rule to

initialize V4[E ] is

V4[E ] :� V1[E ]; V2[E ]; V3[E ]; d= 12= � =�; itID < 100: (7)

It is evident from Rule (6) that Vj[E ] may have less tuples than the complete Vj because the extensions of

the underlying views themselves may be incomplete. To maintain data consistency, Vj [A] must be initialized

so that the rule Vj [E ] :� RHS(Vj [S]); Vj[A] describes the extension of Vj. Since Vj [E ] is given by Rule (6)

as well, it is only natural to initialize Vj[A] based on this rule as illustrated next.

EXAMPLE 3.1 We modify the working example in Section 2 slightly. Assume that when V4 is de�ned

the availability constraints are as follows: (1) V1[A] : p < 10; (2) V2[A] : true; and (3) V3[A] : s 6= \CA".

Assuming the underlying views are data consistent, we can rewrite Rule (7) by replacing each Vk[E ] by

RHS(Vk[S]); Vk[A]. The rewritten rule in this case is

V4[E ] :� line; p < 10; sale; true;market; s 6= \CA"; d = 12= � =�; itID < 100: (8)

Since Rule (8) gives the tuples in V4[E ], its RHS is equivalent to RHS(V4[S]); V4[A] and it can be used

in deriving V4[A]. In fact, the RHS of Rule (8) is a valid V4[A]. However, there are obvious redundant

predicates. For instance, the predicates (itID < 100) and (d = 12= � =�) are redundant since both are part

of V4[S] already. In this example, the predicates resulting from the RHS's of V1[S], V2[S] and V3[S] are also

redundant. As a result, V4[A] is initialized to (p < 10) ^ (s 6= \CA"). 2

The example illustrated that �nding a valid Vj [A] is easy. The harder problem is �nding a Vj[A] with

relatively few predicates. It is easy to see that this problem can be reduced to the general problem of

minimizing conjunctive queries with built-in predicates ([Ull89]). However, since we are dealing with a

special case, we use a more e�cient algorithm which was illustrated in the example.

The algorithm for initializing Vj [A] has two steps. First, for each rule r in Vj[E ] :� RHS(Vj [S])E that

an underlying view Vk[E ] appears in, r is rewritten by substituting RHS(Vk[S]); Vk[A] for each occurrence

of Vk[E ]. (Notice that if Vk[S]; Vk[A] is more than one rule, r may be rewritten into multiple rules.) The

�rst step is done for each underlying view Vk.

At this point, the disjunction of the RHS's of the rewritten Vj [S] rules is a valid Vj[A]. The second

step of the algorithm eliminates these redundant predicates by considering where the predicates originated

from. A predicate can originate from three locations: (1) a Vj [S] rule (e.g., (itID < 100)); (2) Vk[A] (e.g.,

(p < 10)); or (3) RHS(Vk[S]) (e.g., market). Predicates originating from Vj [S] can be eliminated while

predicates from Vk[A] must be retained. Built-in predicates from RHS(Vk[S]) can be eliminated since they

have been applied when Vk[E ] was computed. In most cases, ordinary predicates from RHS(Vk [S]) can be

eliminated unless they are required to guarantee safety. For instance, if V3[S] was given by (s is projected

out) V3(mID; e) :� market(mID; s; e), the predicate market needs to be retained in V4[A]. Otherwise,
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V4[E ] :� RHS(V4[S]); V4[A] will not even be safe since it has a predicate (s 6= \CA") but s does not appear

in an ordinary predicate. The overall algorithm is called ComputeA (Figure 14, Appendix A).

It turns out that ComputeA can also be used to determine the availability constraint Q[A] of a query Q.

This is because a query is nothing but a view speci�cation whose extension is not materialized.

3.2 Initializing Auxiliary Views

The view maintenance rules that have been developed ([GL95], [GMS93]) assume the complete underlying

views are available. An example of such a view maintenance rule is given below.

4V4 :� 4V1; V2; V3; d = 12= � =�; itID < 100 (9)

In [HZ96] and [QGMW96], they assume that the underlying views cannot be accessed in maintaining a view.

Thus, they de�ned auxiliary views so that a view can be maintained by accessing just the modi�cations and

the auxiliary views. For instance, instead of using Rule (9), the rule

4V4 :� 4V1; XV2:4; XV3:4 (10)

would be used. Notice that none of the selection conditions need to be applied since these selections are

\pushed" into XVk:j [S] ([HZ96]). In [QGMW96], they assumed that key and referential integrity constraints

hold and made the auxiliary views smaller by performing semi-joins in XVk:j [S].

In this paper, we assume that we have the view maintenance rules that use just the auxiliary views (e.g.,

Rule (10)). We modify these rules so that they apply in our more general framework. Also, we start with an

XVk:j [S] as given by [HZ96]. We then express referential integrity constraints (and other constraints) used in

[QGMW96] as modi�cation constraints and expire the unnecessary tuples by setting XVk:j [A] appropriately.

Before proceeding, we argue that not all the modi�cations produced by the conventional view maintenance

rules are needed in our framework. For instance, Rule (10) might produce insertions to V4 that do not satisfy

V4[A]. From the point of view of V4, these insertions are not needed since they do not a�ect V4[E ]. However,

if there is a view Vi de�ned on V4, some of these insertions may be needed to maintain Vi[E ]. Since Vi can

be de�ned only after V4 itself is initialized, only the insertions to V4 that satisfy V4[A]@4 are needed. We

use Vk[A]@j to denote the value of Vk[A] when Vj was initialized. Thus, Rule (10) can be safely be modi�ed

to 4V4 :� 4V1; XV2:4; XV3:4; V4[A]@4. Henceforth, we assume that the view maintenance rules for Vj will

have Vj[A]@j in their RHS's.

3.2.1 Initializing XVk:j [E ] and XVk:j [A]

Translated to our terminology, the algorithms in [HZ96] and [QGMW96] determine XVk:j [S] assuming Vk[A]

is false and Vj [A] is true. Intuitively, some of the tuples that would result from XVk:j[S] are unnecessary

since some can be derived from Vk[E ] or some maintain only expired Vj tuples. We will contend shortly

that when Vj is initialized, XVk:j[E ] can be empty and maintenance consistency still holds. Since initializing

XVk:j [E ] is trivial, we focus on how XVk:j [A] is initialized.

The general expression for XVk:j [A] is C1 ^ C2. The subexpressions C1 and C2 specify the following

conditions that must be satis�ed by each XVk:j [E ] tuple.
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1. XVk:j[E ] tuples are derived from expired Vk tuples. Furthermore, these Vk tuples were expired after

Vj is initialized. XVk:j tuples derived from unexpired Vk tuples are obviously redundant. Also, XVk:j

tuples derived from Vk tuples expired before Vj is initialized cannot possibly be used in maintaining

Vj. This is because Vj[E ] will not contain any tuples derived from these expired Vk tuples.

2. XVk:j[E ] tuples are used to propagate modi�cations to the underlying fVkg views onto Vj. An XVk:j

tuple that is not used for propagating modi�cations is useless since XVk:j exists only to maintain Vj.

We now discuss how C1 and C2 specify the conditions above.

C1 is used to enforce the �rst condition. The general expression for C1 is

Vk[A]@j ^ :Vk[A]: (11)

Intuitively, including Vk[A]@j in C1 prevents tuples derived from Vk tuples expired before Vj is initialized

from being saved. On the other hand, including :Vk[A] prevents tuples derived from currently unexpired

Vk tuples from being saved. Notice that when Vj is initialized, Vk[A]@j is equal to Vk[A]. Thus initially,

XVk:j [A] is false and XVk:j [E ] is empty. This is reasonable since Vk[E ] is su�cient in maintaining Vj initially.

The next example illustrates the use of Expression (11).

EXAMPLE 3.2 We revisit the working example in Section 2 and focus on XV3:4. Since V3[A] was true

when V4 was initialized, V3[A]@4 is true. The current state of the warehouse has V3[A] set to (s 6= \CA").

Using Expression (11), C1 is computed to be (s = \CA"). Assuming C2 is true, XV3:4[A] is computed to be

(s = \CA") as given in Section 2. 2

C1 reduces XVk:j [E ] by expiring tuples that are derived from unexpired Vk tuples. C2 reduces XVk:j[E ]

even further by expiring tuples that are not used in propagating modi�cations to Vj . The C2 for XVk:j [A]

is derived by considering the view maintenance rules for Vj that use only extensions. We call these view

maintenance rules VMRE to emphasize that only extensions are used. Because of the incompleteness of the

underlying views, the conventional view maintenance rules cannot be used. We now illustrate how V MRE

is derived. The full algorithm called DeriveVMRE is in Figure 16, Appendix A.

EXAMPLE 3.3 Consider a hypothetical view V8 whose V8[S] is V8 :� V6; V7; B6 where B6 is a built-in

predicate that only uses V6's variables. Due to space constraints, we only consider the maintenance rules for

propagating insertions onto V8. We assume that the insertions are propagated separately. The conventional

view maintenance rules that use the auxiliary views are as follows.

4V8 :� 4V6; XV7:8; V8[A]@8 (12)

4V8 :� XV6:8;4V7; V8[A]@8 (13)

However, since these rules use the complete XV6:8 and XV7:8, they cannot be used in calculating 4V8. Our

goal then is to �nd a set of rules that only uses fVk[E ]g, fXVk:j[E ]g and f4Vkg but results in the same bag

of tuples as the one that results from Rules (12) and (13).

Since the complete auxiliary views such as XV6:8 is not available, we now attempt to \construct" XV6:8

from the available extensions. The complete XV6:8 can be divided into three parts: (1) tuples that satisfy
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V6[A]@8 ^ :V6[A]; (2) tuples that satisfy :V6[A]@8; and (3) tuples that satisfy V6[A]. It then follows that

the following rules derive the complete XV6:8.

XV6:8 :� RHS(XV6:8[S]);:V6[A]@8

XV6:8 :� RHS(XV6:8[S]); V6[A]

XV6:8 :� RHS(XV6:8[S]); V6[A]@8;:V6[A]

Rule (13) can be rewritten by substituting for XV6:8 the RHS's of the rules above (with proper renaming of

variables). This rewriting results in the following rules.

4V8 :� RHS(XV6:8[S]);:V6[A]@8;4V7; V8[A]@8 (14)

4V8 :� RHS(XV6:8[S]); V6[A];4V7; V8[A]@8 (15)

4V8 :� RHS(XV6:8[S]); V6[A]@8;:V6[A];4V7; V8[A]@8 (16)

Focusing on Rule (14), its RHS evaluates to false because :V6[A]@8 is certainly inconsistent with V8[A]@8

(see Section 3.1). Thus, this rule is not needed.

Focusing on Rule (15), we argue that RHS(V6[S]); B6 can substituted for RHS(XV6:8[S]). This is

because the XV6:8[S] as given by [HZ96] is an SP view over V6 (Section 3.2). Thus, for every tuple t6:8 that

results fromRHS(XV6:8[S]) (i.e., the V6 tuples that pass the selection conditions), there must a tuple t6, with

possibly a superset of t6:8's attributes, that results fromRHS(V6[S]) and derives t6:8. Moreover, substituting

RHS(V6[S]); B6 for RHS(XV6:8[S]) does not result in more insertions to V8 because any selection conditions

in XV6:8[S] are also applied in the rewritten rule as well. As a result, Rule (15) is equivalent to

4V8 :� V6[E ]; B6;4V7; V8[A]@8: (17)

Focusing on Rule (16), since XV6:8[A] is C1 ^ C2 and C1 is V6[A]@8 ^ :V6[A], we argue that this rule can

be rewritten as

4V8 :� XV6:8[E ];4V7; V8[A]@8 (18)

given that C2 is set properly. That is, this rewriting is only valid if C2 is set such that Rule (16) without C2

is equivalent to Rule (18) that implicitly has C2 as part of XV6:8[E ] (which includes XV6:8[A]). For instance,

if C2 was true, this holds. Our strategy then is to start with C2 set to true so that Rule (16) can be rewritten

to Rule (18). We then make C2 stronger if we are sure that such rewritings still hold.

In summary, we have argued that Rules (17) and (18) are equivalent to Rule (13). A similar argument

can be made that the rules

4V8 :� 4V6; XV7:8[E ]; V8[A]@8 (19)

4V8 :� 4V6; V7[E ]; V8[A]@8 (20)

are equivalent to Rule (12). Thus, Rules (17) through (20) are equivalent to Rules (12) and (13). The

di�erence between these two sets of rules is that Rules (17) through (20) do not rely on the availability of

the complete auxiliary views. Hence, Rules (17) through (20) can be used to maintain V8.

Notice that obtaining the V MRE of V8 only requires a simple rewriting of the original rules. That is, for

each rule like Rule (13), we substitute for each XVk:8 either Vk[E ] or XVk:8[E ]; Bk (where Bk are the built-in

predicates in XVk:8[S]). All possible combinations of substitutions are made. 2
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In the previous example, we assumed that C2 was true when we proved that Rules (16) and (18) were

equivalent. We now endeavor to make C2 stronger. In order to explain how C2 is made stronger, Rules (16)

and (18) are written in their general form below. (Pi denotes a predicate that could be an ordinary, built-in

or delta predicate. Also, we have replaced XVk:j[E ] with RHS(XVk:j [S]); C1; C2 in Rule (22).)

4Vj :� RHS(XVk:j [S]); C1; P1; : : : ; Pn (21)

4Vj :� RHS(XVk:j [S]); C1; C2; P1; : : : ; Pn: (22)

For the two rules to be equivalent, there must exist containment mappings from Rule (21) to Rule (22) and

vice versa ([CM77]). The existence of a containment mapping from Rule (21) to Rule (22) is obvious. On

the other hand, the existence of a containment mapping from Rule (22) to Rule (21) just requires C2 to be

true or to be mapped to some of the predicates in fPig. Thus, the idea in making C2 stronger than true is to

choose a subset of fPig from Rule (21) (or equivalently Rule (22)) that can be \added" to C2. In the next

section, we show that only some of the predicates in fPig can be added to C2.

3.2.2 Modi�cations Constraints and XVk:j [A]

When modi�cation constraint consistency holds, modi�cation constraints are guaranteed to be satis�ed by

modi�cations to base views. Because of this guarantee, for any base view V , 4V (5V ) can always be

substituted by 4V; V [I] (5V; V [D] respectively) in any rule that 4V (5V respectively) appears in. This

substitution helps make C2 stronger as we will illustrate. After the example, we discuss how to handle the

delta predicates of non-base views.

EXAMPLE 3.4 We revisit the working example in Section 2. Due to space constraints, we only consider

making C2 of XV2:4[A] stronger using I constraints. Recall that XV2:4 is an auxiliary view of V4 that is

de�ned on the view V2. Since we are initializing C2 of XV2:4[A], only the rules in VMRE of V4 that use

XV2:4[E ] are needed. These rules are listed below.

4V4 :� 4V1; XV2:4[E ]; XV3:4[E ] (23)

4V4 :� 4V1; XV2:4[E ]; V3[E ] (24)

4V4 :� XV1:4[E ]; XV2:4[E ];4V3 (25)

4V4 :� V1[E ]; itID < 100; XV2:4[E ];4V3 (26)

Without considering modi�cation constraints, none of the predicates can be added to C2. The predicate

(itID < 100) cannot be added because XV2:4 does not use the itID variable. Delta predicates, such as

4V6, cannot be added because they represent the current modi�cations. It is unreasonable to expire based

on current modi�cations since the expired tuples may join with future modi�cations. Also, we cannot add

ordinary predicates such as V1[E ]. This is because, a tuple inserted into V4 may be produced in three ways

from the point of view of V1. The tuple can be derived from a tuple in: (1) 4V1; (2) V1[E ]; or (3) XV1:4[E ].

Unfortunately, we cannot set C2 to4V1_V1[E ]_XV1:4[E ] since we are adding a delta predicate in C2. Neither

can we set C2 to V1[E ] _XV1:4[E ] because some expired XV2:4 tuple may join with some tuple in 4V1. In

short, neither XVk:j[E ] nor Vk[E ] can be added as long as 4Vk is in some of the view maintenance rule.

Now, let us consider modi�cation constraints and assume that V3[I] is false (i.e., there are no insertions

or updates to V3). When 4V3; V3[I] is substituted for 4V3, the RHS's of Rules (25) and (26) evaluates to
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false which guarantees that no insertions/updates are produced by the rules. Hence, when the two remaining

rules are examined, C2 is set to XV3:4[E ]_V3[E ]. That is, tuples that do not join with any tuples in XV3:4[E ]

nor in V3[E ] are also expired. Notice that when V3[A] is false (i.e., V3[E ] is empty), the constraint speci�es a

semi-join with XV3:4 which is included in the XVk:j [S] proposed by [QGMW96]. In Appendix B, we show

how more complex modi�cation constraints that describe referential integrity constraints, \append-only"

insertions and protected updates help in making C2 stronger.

Modi�cation constraints do not have to prove that certain view maintenance rules do not produce any

modi�cations in order to help make C2 stronger. For instance, assume that V3[I] is (mID > \C") and V1[I]

is (sID > \s2") say. Although with these constraints, it cannot be deduced that certain rules do not produce

any insertions, both (mID > \C") and (sID > \s2") can be added to C2. When Rules (23) through (26)

are examined (with each 4V replaced by 4V; V [I]), C2 is set to (mID > \C")_ (sID > \s2"). 2

The previous example replaced each 4V with 4V; V [I] where V was a base view. When V is not a base

view, we need to compute an \e�ective" V [I] and V [D] based on the modi�cations constraints of the base

views. The algorithm (Figure 15, Appendix A) is simple and similar to the one that computes Vj [A].

3.2.3 Vj [A] and XVk:j[A]

In addition to modi�cation constraints, Vj [A] can also be used to make C2 stronger. To take into account

Vj [A] when XVk:j[A] is initialized, the rules in VMRE of Vj must be augmented with Vj[A]. Augmenting

the rules with Vj [A] has two consequences. First, more modi�cations are �ltered since Vj [A] is at least as

strong as Vj [A]@j. However, recall that �ltering the modi�cations that do not satisfy Vj[A] is only feasible

when there are no views de�ned on Vj . Second, once Vj [A] becomes stronger, it provides more predicates

that can be added to C2 for some XVk:j[A]. Since C2 can only be made stronger when Vj [A] is made stronger,

we revisit how XVk:j[A] is a�ected by Vj [A] when control changes are discussed (Section 3.3.1).

Whether the rules in VMRE are augmented or not is up to the owner of Vj to decide. When Vj [K] is

false, the owner indicates that he wants to expire XVk:j tuples based on Vj[A] (i.e., the second consequence

is desired). Recall that the owner is only allowed to set Vj[K] to false if there are no views de�ned on Vj

(i.e., the �rst consequence is feasible). Thus, when Vj [K] is false, the rules are augmented with Vj [A].

3.2.4 Overall Algorithm

In summary, XVk:j [A] is just C1 ^ C2 where C1 is Vk[A]@j ^ :Vk[A]. On the other hand, C2 needs to be

computed by �rst producing the VMRE of Vj . Only the rules that use XVk:j [E ] are needed. These rules

are then rewritten by replacing each 4V (5V ) by 4V; V [I] (5V; V [D] respectively) which may require

computing an \e�ective" V [I] (V [D]). The rules that are guaranteed not to produce any modi�cations are

eliminated. Also, the rules are augmented with Vj [A] if possible. Lastly, a subset of the predicates in the

rules are chosen to be added to C2. The overall algorithm ComputeC2 is shown in Figure 16 (Appendix A).

3.3 Compensating for Control Changes

In this section, we discuss the necessary compensating actions to maintain a consistent state when controls

are changed. The possible changes to controls and the corresponding algorithms that implement the compen-
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Control change Compensating Algorithm or E�ect

Vj [A] CompensateA

Vj [I], Vj[D], Vj[U ] CompensateM

Vj [P] a�ects CompensateA

Vj [K] a�ects CompensateA and ComputeC2

Figure 7: Possible Control Changes and its E�ects

sating actions are shown in Figure 7. We have omitted listing the control XVk:j [A] since this control cannot

be changed by the owner of Vj. XVk:j[A] can only be changed within CompensateA and CompensateM. As

we will show, the changes to XVk:j[A] are compensated for appropriately. Also notice that changes to Vj [P]

and Vj [K] only a�ect CompensateA and ComputeC2 and do not require other compensating actions. Hence,

we focus on the �rst two types of control change. In the rest of the section, we assume that fVig are the

views de�ned on Vj and fVkg are the views upon which Vj is de�ned on.

3.3.1 Changing Vj [A]

Before delving into how changes to Vj[A] are compensated for, we �rst limit how Vj [A] can be changed.

We assume that Vj[A] is expressed as Vj [As] ^ Vj[Ao]. When we discussed how Vj [A] was initialized by the

system (using ComputeA) in Section 3.1, we actually only referred to Vj [As] since Vj [Ao] is just initially

true. Vj [As] can only be changed when some Vk[A] is changed and Vj [P] is true (to be discussed). On the

other hand, Vj[Ao] can be changed by the owner in a way that conforms to the next two assumptions. Since

our focus is on expiration of data, we assume Vj [A] can only be made stronger. Lastly, we assume that when

the owner includes ordinary predicates in Vj [Ao], the predicates refer to extensions. Thus, if some Vh[E ] is in

Vj [Ao], Vj [Ao] is changed whenever Vh[E ] changes (due to modi�cations to Vh or changes to Vh[A]). We now

discuss how such changes to Vj [A] are compensated for. In the discussion, Vj [A] has been changed to the

new availability constraint Vj[A]0. The new extension Vj [E ]0 needs to be computed given that Vj [A], Vj [A]0

and the old extension Vj [E ] are available.

After Vj[A] is changed, a compensating action that expires a subset of the Vj tuples (denoted as 5eVj)

is required to maintain data consistency. There are actually other compensating actions required. All the

compensating actions are implemented by the CompensateA algorithm (Figure 12, Appendix A) which is

composed of four main parts. We discuss each part in turn but we ignore Part (4) since it is easy.

1. Part (1): 5eVj is determined.

2. Part (2): For each view Vi de�ned on Vj, either the Vi tuples derived from5eVj are also expired when

Vi[P] is true or parts of 5eVj are saved in the auxiliary view XVj:i when Vi[P] is false.

3. Part (3): If Vj[K] is set to false, expire tuples from the auxiliary views of Vj based on Vj [A].

4. Part (4): 5eVj is removed from the materialized view on disk.

Part (1) of CompensateA: The rules that compute5eVj are derived from the basic de�nition of5eVj . That

is, given the current extension Vj [E ] and if we know the new extension Vj[E ]0, 5eVj is simply the tuples that

were in Vj [E ] but not in Vj [E ]0 as given by the following rule.
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5eVj :� Vj[E ];:Vj[E ]
0 (27)

Since RHS(Vj [S]); Vj[As]
0; Vj[Ao]

0 describes Vj[E ]
0 and RHS(Vj [S]); Vj[As]; Vj[Ao] describes Vj[E ], it is not

hard to see that Rule (27) can be expanded to

5eVj :� RHS(Vj [S]); Vj[As]; Vj[Ao];:Vj[Ao]
0 (28)

5eVj :� RHS(Vj [S]); Vj[As]; Vj[Ao];:Vj[As]
0 (29)

For now, we assume that Vj [Ao] changed but Vj [As] has not. We show later that similar rules are used when

Vj [As] is changed instead. With this assumption, the RHS of Rule (29) evaluates to false. Hence, Rule (28)

is equivalent to Rule (27). Unfortunately, neither of these rules can be used in practice since they require

access to the complete views (Rule (28)) or to an extension that is yet to be computed (Rule (27)). Our

strategy then is to �nd rules that access current extensions that are equivalent to either of the two rules.

We now show how this is done for three di�erent cases that are described below.

1. Case (1): The variables used in Vj [Ao]0 are distinguished variables in Vj [S] or distinguished variables

of some ordinary predicate in Vj [Ao]0.

2. Case (2): fVk[A]g have not changed since Vj was de�ned.

3. Case (3): Vj[P] is set to true.

In Case (1), since Vj[Ao]0 does not use any non-distinguished variables, Rule (28) can be simpli�ed to

5eVj :� Vj [E ];:Vj[Ao]
0: (30)

(If Vj [Ao] used non-distinguished variables, then the above rule becomes unsafe.) Notice that this rule can

be run because it only accesses the current extension of Vj . We now illustrate how Rule (30) is used.

EXAMPLE 3.5 We revisit the working example in Section 2. Recall that in that example, V3[Ao] was

changed from true to (s 6= \CA"). Notice that this scenario falls under Case (1) since only distinguished

variables are used in V3[Ao]0. As a result, the rule (based on Rule (30))5eV3(mID; s; e) :� V3[E ](mID; s; e); s =

\CA" is used to �nd 5eV3. In this speci�c example, the rule results in the tuples fhA;CA; 100i; hB;CA; 150ig

which were the tuples expired in the example in Section 2.
2

Case (1) constrains the owner of Vj to formulate Vj [Ao] using only the distinguished variables of views.

(He can use the distinguished variables of a view Vh other than Vj as long as he includes Vh[E ] in Vj [Ao].)

Since, for any view V , we can think of the distinguished variables in V [S] as the schema of V , we expect Case

(1) to be the common case. In fact, the only other variables that can be used in Vj [A] without jeopardizing

safety are the non-distinguished variables in Vj [S].

Although Case (1) is the common case, the owner of Vj may want to use the non-distinguished variables

in Vj [S]. The owner is given this leeway as long as the scenario falls under Case (2) or Case (3). Under

either of these cases, it is guaranteed that

5eVj :� RHS(Vj [S])
E ; Vj[Ao];:Vj[Ao]

0 (31)
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can be used in determining 5eVj . (Recall that RHS(Vj [S])
E is RHS(Vj [S]) with each Vk replaced by Vk[E ].)

In [LGM97], Rule (31) is proven to be equivalent to Rule (28) under Cases (2) and (3) using containment

mappings. The di�erence between these two rules is that Rule (31) can be used in practice since it only uses

available extensions.

Apart from Cases (1) through (3), the only remaining case is when the non-distinguished variables from

Vj [S] are used but neither the conditions of Case (2) nor Case (3) are satis�ed. In this case, it is still possible

to �nd 5eVj if the auxiliary views fXVk:jg are used. However there is no guarantee of success (see [LGM97]).

In this paper, we do not handle this case and we disallow any changes to Vj [Ao] that fall under this case.

We have shown how Cases (1) through (3) are handled when Vj [Ao] is changed. If Vj [As] is changed

instead, we can perform the same case analysis and we do not show it here. (Of course, when Vj [As] is

changed, Case (1) constrains Vj [As]0 not Vj [Ao]0 to use just distinguished variables.) Case (1) uses Rule

(32). Cases (2) and (3) use Rule (33). Notice that the only di�erence between these rules and the ones used

when Vj [Ao] was changed is that Vj [As]0 is used instead of Vj[Ao]0.

5eVj :� Vj[E ];:Vj[As]
0 (32)

5eVj :� RHS(Vj [S])
E ; Vj[Ao];:Vj[As]

0 (33)

The overall algorithm for �nding 5eVj is called GetTuplesToExpire (Figure 11, Appendix A). It just

determines whether Vj [Ao] or Vj [As] changed. It also determines which of the three cases the speci�c change

falls under in. Once these are determined, the appropriate rules are used to �nd 5eVj .

Part (2) of CompensateA: Expiring 5eVj may a�ect the views fVig de�ned on Vj in two ways.

1. When Vi[P] is true, the Vi tuples derived from 5eVj are also expired.

2. When Vi[P] is false, parts of 5eVj are saved in XVj:i so that Vi can still be maintained.

Let us consider the �rst case where Vi[P] is set to true. One way of computing the e�ect of expiring

5eVk on Vi is to just use the rules in V MRE of Vi that respond to deletions to Vk (i.e., 5eVk are treated as

deletions). We adopt a di�erent method in order to \reuse" the algorithms in Part (1) of CompensateA.

We simply recompute Vi[As] using ComputeA (Section 3.1). Once Vi[As] is changed, CompensateA(Vi) is

invoked to perform the necessary compensating actions for this change. One of the actions will be to expire

the necessary tuples from Vi. We now illustrate this in the next example.

EXAMPLE 3.6 In Example 3.5, we showed how 5eV3 was determined when V3[A] was changed from true

to (s 6= \CA"). Now assuming V4[P] is set to true, V4[As] is changed accordingly using ComputeA. Since

V1[A] and V2[A] are both true, ComputeA computes V4[As] to be (s 6= \CA").

Since V4[A] was changed, another set of compensating actions is initiated. One of the compensating

actions is that GetTuplesToExpire �nds the tuples to expire from V4. In this case, the following rule based

on Rule (33) is used to �nd 5eV4.

5eV4 :� V1[E ]; V2[E ]; V3[E ]; d = 12= � =�; itID > 100; true; s = \CA"

Notice that V3[E ] still has the California tuples since 5eV3 has not been expired at this point. Once 5eV4 is

expired, data consistency is maintained since RHS(V4[S]); V4[A] yields V4[E ]. 2
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On the other hand, if Vi[P] is false, the expiration of 5eVj must be made transparent to Vi. In order

to maintain Vi despite the expiration of 5eVj , parts of 5eVj must be saved in the auxiliary view XVj:i. In

[LGM97], we prove, using containment mappings, that when XVj:i is an auxiliary view of an SPJ Vi view,

the rule to determine what to insert into XVj:i is almost identical to XVj:i[S] but with Vj replaced by 5eVj.

Since data consistency needs to be maintained, XVj:i[A] needs to be recomputed. Only C1 is recomputed

because the change to Vj [A] does not a�ect C2 of XVj:i[A]. We now illustrate these compensating actions.

EXAMPLE 3.7 We now reconsider Example 3.6. V3[A] is still changed from true to (s 6= \CA") but now

V4[P] is set to false. We showed that XV3:4[S] is XV3:4(mID; e) :� V3(mID; s; e) in Section 2. Therefore,

the rule that determines what to insert into XV3:4 is 4XV3:4(mID; e) :� 5eV3(mID; s; e). This results in

the insertion of fhA; 100i; hB; 150ig into XV3:4 as expected.

XV3:4[A] must also be recomputed to maintain data consistency. Since V3[A] was true when V4 was

de�ned and V3[A] is (s 6= \CA"), C1 is computed to be (s = \CA"). Assuming C2 is true for now, XV3:4[A]

is computed to be (s = \CA") as desired. 2

Part (3) of CompensateA: If Vj [K] is false, it indicates that the owner wants to expire tuples from the

auxiliary views of Vj based on changes to Vj[A]. Part (3) of CompensateA attempts to do just that. Selecting

the tuples to expire from an auxiliary view XVk:j based on changes to Vj [A] involves augmenting the rules

in V MRE of Vj with Vj [A] and running ComputeC2 over these rules. We discussed this in Section 3.2.3 but

we argued that augmenting the rules with Vj[A] is of no use when Vj is just initialized. In the next example,

we illustrate how this augmentation can be useful once Vj [A] is changed.

EXAMPLE 3.8 In this example, we assume that the owner of V4 is no longer interested in sales on the

�rst day of December and changes V4[Ao] from true to (d 6= 12=1=�). One of the view maintenance rules for

V4 is the rule 4V4 :� 4V1; XV2:4[E ]; V3[E ]; d = 12= � =�; itID > 100. It follows that the augmented rule is

4V4 :� 4V1; XV2:4[E ]; V3[E ]; d= 12= � =�; itID > 100; d 6= 12=1= � :

Moreover, (d = 12=1=�) will be appended to all the view maintenance rules of V4. Assuming the modi�cation

constraints are all true, when ComputeC2 is run over the augmented rules, C2 is set to (d 6= 12=1=�) instead

of true expiring more XV2:4 tuples. 2

In summary, when Vj [A] is changed, C2 of XVk:j [A] is reevaluated using ComputeC2. C1 need not be

reevaluated since it is only a�ected by Vk[A]. If XVk:j [A] becomes stronger, some tuples need to be expired

from XVk:j. Finding the tuples to expire from XVk:j is the same problem as �nding the tuples to expire

from Vj when Vj [A] is made stronger. Therefore, GetTuplesToExpire can be used. (Appendix A discusses

how GetTuplesToExpire is used for auxiliary views.)

3.3.2 Changing Vj [I], Vj[D], Vj[U ]

Modi�cation constraints of base views are changed by the WHA when he learns more about what type of

modi�cations are made to base views. Just like changes to Vj [A], we assume that modi�cation constraints

are only made stronger. Since modi�cation constraints play a role in computing availability constraints of
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auxiliary views, it is to be expected that changes to modi�cation constraints a�ect the availability constraints

and extensions of auxiliary views.

The algorithm that implements the compensating actions is CompensateM (Figure 13, Appendix A). It

�rst determines if the auxiliary views of a non-base view Vj are a�ected by the change to the modi�cation

constraint of a base view Vb. CompensateM does this by expanding each view speci�cation until only base

views are accessed. If the rewritten rules access Vb, the auxiliary views of Vj may be a�ected. Thus for each

auxiliary view XVk:j of Vj , XVk:j [A] is recomputed using ComputeC2 (Section 3.2.4). There is no need to

recompute C1 since it is only a�ected by changes to Vk[A]. If XVk:j [A] becomes stronger, GetTuplesToExpire

is called to �nd the tuples that need to be expired.

4 Implementing the Framework

We now illustrate how our framework can be implemented on top of a conventional RDBMS. The main idea

is to separate the data of the views (extensions and controls) from the logic for managing the views. The

data of the views is stored in the database while the logic for managing the views are distributed among

various objects (e.g., instances of C++ classes) which we now describe.

2
EDeriveVMR   ( );

View Object:

  Attributes:

  Methods:

  Methods:

Database Wrapper:
  Methods:

View Object Manager:

ComputeC  ();

  Methods:

CreateAuxVO(...);

    CompensateA();     CompensateM(); GetTuplesToExpire()     AnswerQuery(query);     DoDML(DML command);

    CreateVO(...) ;

   GetVO(viewName) ;

System Monitor:

    view Name: V; 
    constraint: A, I, D,U;     boolean:  P, K;    VO[] : children, parents, auxViews;

    viewDefinition: S;     query[]: VMQ;

ComputeA();  

// Monitors events and calls other objects

Figure 8: Interface of Various Object Types

Each view Vj has an instance of a View Object denoted byVOj. Object VOj maintainsVj using the view

maintenance queries determined by DeriveVMRE (Section 3.2.1). Object VOj also performs compensating

actions (using the algorithms developed in Section 3.3) when the Vj controls are changed.

There is also an instance (denoted asDW) of a Database Wrapper that is used to communicate requests

to the database. For example, a VOj object may ask DW to create a relation for storing the extension of a

view. A VOj may also ask DW to answer an SQL query. The DW object issues these requests using the

embedded SQL interface of the database.

There are two more types of objects that are needed: System Monitor and View Object Manager. We

assume here a minimal con�guration wherein there is only one instance of the System Monitor (denoted as

SM) and View Object Manager (denoted as VOM). The SM detects events initiated by the user (e.g.,

view de�nitions and control changes) and calls other objects to handle these events. The VOM initializes

View Object instances. The interfaces of the four object types are shown in Figure 8. Notice that each View

Object instance will have in-memory copies of the view controls to enhance (read) performance.

This distributed object design allows for scalability and reliability. For example if we run objects under

di�erent processes, then failures or delays in one object do not necessarily a�ect other components. For
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instance, if the process associated with VOj fails, the whole system does not fail since the logic for view

maintenance and compensation of control changes are distributed among many instances of View Objects.

Also, more than one instance of the Database Wrapper, View Object Manager, and System Monitor, can

be created in order to distribute the processing load. Lastly, we have designed the system so that the RDBMS

that is used has minimal requirements. The RDBMS is just needed to provide persistent storage and to

answer SQL queries. View maintenance is not required and is done by the View Object instances.

We now present two examples to illustrate how the objects interact. Figure 9 shows the object interaction

when a user de�nes V4 over V1, V2 and V3 (as in Section 2). As discussed in Section 3, the user provides the

values for the controls S, P, K, I, D, U . The SM detects the view de�nition and records the input (Step 1 ).

It then calls VOM.CreateVO to create VO4 (Step2 ). Method VOM.CreateVO initializesVO4 by copying

the user inputs into VO4's attributes. Once created, VO4 initializes its availability constraint A and VMQ

using its methods ComputeA and DeriveVMRE respectively. At this point, VO4 calls DW:DoDML to

create the relation V4-EXT to hold the extension of V4. The attributes of V4-EXT are just the projected

attributes in VO4:S (Step 3 ). Object VO4 then calls DW:DoDML to insert the tuples that result from

the query VO4:S into V4-EXT. VO4 also asks DW to insert the V4 controls (currently stored in memory

as VO4's attributes) into the database. Once VO4 is initialized, SM calls VOM.CreateAuxVO to create

the View Object instances (i.e., fVOj:4g) of the auxiliary views (Step 4 ). (We only show VO1:4 in the

�gure to avoid clutter.) Method VOM.CreateAuxVO determines VOj:4:S (Section 3.2) and sets VOj:4:A

to false. Once created, VOj:4 calls DW:DoDML to create the relation XVj:4-EXT whose attributes are the

projected attributes of VOj:4:S (Step 5 ). There is no need to insert any tuples into XVj:4-EXT since the

initial extension of any auxiliary view is empty (Section 3.2.1).

We now show how the objects interact when a view control is changed (Figure 10). Assume that the A

control of V1 is changed by the owner. The SM initiates the compensating actions by calling the method

VO1.CompensateA (Step 1 ). Object VO1 creates the query to determine the tuples to expire by calling

its GetTuplesToExpire method. Once the query is determined, VO1 asks DW to answer it (Step 2 ).

Assuming the P control of V4 is true, VO1 changes V4's A control (Step 3 ). Object VO1 will then initiate

the compensating actions by calling VO4.CompensateA (Step 4 ). Finally, VO1 calls DW to actually

expire the tuples (Step 5 ) obtained from Step 2 . The usual \delete" SQL command can be used to expire

the tuples from V1-EXT.

We have implemented an initial prototype ([WGL+96]) of our distributed multi-object warehouse ar-

chitecture, using the Corba framework and the ILU implementation from Xerox PARC [CJS+94]. In the

prototype, each view is managed by a separate object, as described above. However, the expiration func-

tionality has not yet been incorporated into the prototype. We are currently in the process of doing this.

5 Related Work

One of the problems that our framework tackles is how to maintain a view when only parts of the underlying

views are available. Most of the work on view maintenance have assumed that the complete underlying views

are available ([BLT86], [BT88], [CW91], [GL95], [GMS93], [Han87], [QW91] and many others). However,
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there has also been work on view maintenance that assume otherwise. [BT88] and [GJM96] endeavored to

�nd self-maintainable views that can be maintained without accessing the unavailable underlying views. On

the other hand, [QGMW96] tried to make a view self-maintainable by de�ning auxiliary views such that

the view and the auxiliary views together are self-maintainable. [HZ96] also tried to de�ne auxiliary views.

(We showed in Section 3 how our auxiliary views relate with those of [HZ96] and [QGMW96].) In addition,

[HZ96] developed a framework wherein attributes (i.e., columns) of the underlying views may be unavailable.

In our framework, the tuples (i.e., rows) of a view or a relation can be made unavailable. We did not take

[HZ96]'s approach because \expiring" attributes necessitates rede�ning the view and a�ecting all the views

de�ned on that view. [JMS95] endeavored to �nd views that can be maintained when only a subset of the

underlying views are available. More speci�cally, the large \chronicles" (i.e., sequences) were assumed to be

unavailable and [JMS95] tried to limit the view de�nition language so that \chronicles" do not need to be

accessed during view maintenance. In our framework, we can describe chronicles as append-only base views

(Appendix B). If the view de�nition language is limited in a similar fashion, we believe that the auxiliary

views of these base views will also be empty ([LGM97]).

Another problem that our framework tackled is describing the incompleteness of a single view. There

have been numerous work in describing incomplete data in the area of incomplete databases. See [AHV95]

for an overview. In particular, [IL84] has a more general representation of an incomplete view than ours in

that they can associate a condition with each tuple t that uses variables that represent tuple attributes (not

necessarily t's). In our framework, we can only associate a condition over a whole view that uses variables

that represent the view attributes. [Gra84] augmented the conditional tables proposed by [IL84] with global

conditions for each relation similar to our availability constraints. [Lev96] also used \local constraints" which

are roughly equivalent to our availability constraints. [Dyr96] focused on describing incomplete datacubes

(a set of aggregate views). They then used this description to describe query results (similar to our Q[A] of

a query Q).

Another problem that our framework tackled is coping with control changes. In our framework, what is

available for view maintenance and querying changes with the controls. We have developed algorithms that

cope with control changes. The algorithms in [GMR95] can also be used to �nd 5eVj . Apart from [GMR95]

and this paper, there has been no work on compensating for control changes.
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6 Conclusions

We have presented a framework and design for system-managed removal of warehouse data. Within it, the

warehouse administrator (WHA) provides speci�cations for what is expired or expunged from each view,

and the system automatically takes appropriate action. Furthermore, the WHA can dynamically change the

speci�cations, and the algorithms we have presented compensate as necessary.

We believe that expiration and expunction are extremely useful concepts in a warehouse. They make

it possible to gracefully control the size of the warehouse, without requiring complete removal of entire

materialized views (which is the common approach in today's systems). Furthermore, the availability and

modi�cation constraints provide an explicit record of what is contained in the warehouse and how it might

change. This makes it possible for users to understand what they get from the warehouse, without having to

rely on unwritten \community knowledge." The same explicit record also lets the system e�ciently manage

the materialized extensions.
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A Algorithms

In this appendix, we discuss each algorithm in turn. Note that the steps of the algorithms are at a high

level.

GetTuplesToExpire (Figure 11) determines the tuples to expire from Vj when either Vj [As] or Vj [Ao] is

changed. It checks which case holds (see Section 3.3.1) and uses the appropriate rule. When GetTuplesToEx-

pire is used to �nd tuples to expire from an auxiliary view XVk:j , only Case (1) is used because ComputeC2
ensures that only distinguished variables are used in C2. Changes to C1 do not result in expiring XVk:j tuples

(Section 3.3.1) and GetTuplesToExpire is not used. Also, XVk:j[A] is not separated into two portions unlike

Vj [A].

CompensateA (Figure 12) is used to compensate for changes to Vj [A]. It �rst �nds the tuples to expire

5eVj (Lines (1)-(4)). For each view Vi de�ned on Vj, it either expires the tuples that are derived from 5eVj
(Lines (6)-(8)) or saves parts of 5eVj in XVi:j (Lines (9)-(12)). If Vj [K] is false, it tries to expire tuples from

XVk:j (Lines (14)-(16)). Finally, it removes 5eVj from the database.
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Algorithm A.2 CompensateA // when this is called, Vj [A] has changed

Input Vj // view whose Vj [A] changed

Method

(1) if Vj [Ao] changed then // get tuples to be expired

(2) 5eVj  GetTuplesToExpire(Vj; Vj [Ao]
0)

(3) else // Vj[As] changed

(4) 5eVj  GetTuplesToExpire(Vj; Vj [As]
0)

(5) for each Vi de�ned on Vj do

(6) if Vi[P] = true then // treat 5eVj as deleted tuples

(7) Recompute Vi[As] using ComputeA // change Vi[A]

(8) CompensateA(Vi) // compensate change to Vi[A]

(9) else // treat 5eVj as expired tuples

(10) Recompute XVj:i[A] // reevaluate expression C1 and change XVj:i[A]

(11) Let R be the RHS of XVj:i[S] but with Vj replaced by 5eVj

(12) Insert into XVj:i the result of 4XVj:i :� R // compensate change to XVj:i[A]

(13) if Vj [K] = false then // do not keep supporting auxiliary view tuples

(14) for each Vk that Vj is de�ned on then

(15) Recompute XVk:j [A] // reevaluate expression C2 and change XVk:j [A]

(16) Expire result of GetTuplesToExpire(XVk:j; XVk:j[A]
0) // compensate change to XVj:i[A]

(17) Ask DB to remove 5eVj from disk // actually remove tuples

Figure 12: Algorithm to Compensate for Changes to Vj [A]

Algorithm A.3 CompensateM

Input Vb // the base view whose Vb[I] or Vb[D] changed

Method

(1) for each non base view Vj do

(2) fRg  expand Vj[S] until only base views are used

(3) if any rule in fRg uses Vb then

(4) for each auxiliary view XVk:j of Vj do

(5) Reevaluate XVk:j[A] // recompute C2 using ComputeC2

(6) Expire result of GetTuplesToExpire(XVk:j; XVk:j[A]
0)

Figure 13: Algorithm to Compensate for Changes to Vb[I], Vb[D], Vb[U ]
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Algorithm A.4 ComputeA

Input Vj // the view whose Vj [A] is being computed

fVkg // the underlying views of Vj

Output Vj [A] // the availability constraint of Vj

Method

(1) for each rule r in Vj[E] :� RHS(Vj [S])
E do // Step 1

(2) for each ordinary predicate Vk[E] in r do

(3) Replace Vk[E] by the RHS of RHS(Vk [S]); Vk[A] renaming variables as necessary

(4) for each rewritten rule r do // Step 2

(5) for each predicate s in r do

(6) if s originated from Vj[S] then

(7) eliminate s

(8) else if s is a built-in predicate from some RHS(Vk [S]) or

s is an ordinary predicate that is not required for safety then

(9) eliminate s

(10) Return the disjunction of the RHS's of the rewritten and reduced rules

Figure 14: Algorithm for Computing Vj [A]

CompensateM (Figure 13) is used to compensate for changes to modi�cation constraints. For each non-

base view Vj , it determines if its auxiliary views are a�ected by the changes (Lines (2)-(3)). If so, it uses

ComputeC2 (Figure 16) to recompute A for each auxiliary view XVk:j of Vj (Lines (4)-(6)). GetTuplesToEx-

pire is used to �nd the tuples to expire from XVk:j.

ComputeA (Figure 14) computes Vj [As]. ComputeA rewrites each rule r in Vj [E ] :� RHS(Vj [S])E by

replacing each underlying view extension Vk[E ] with RHS(Vk [S]); Vk[A] (Lines (1)-(3)). It then eliminates

the redundant predicates and then returns the disjunction of the RHS's of the rewritten rules (Lines (4)-(9)).

ComputeI (Figure 15) is used to compute Vj [I] for some non-base view Vj. ComputeI rewrites the

VMRE of Vj by expanding each 4Vk (Vk is a non-base view) with the VMRE of Vk (Lines (1)-(4)). Once

the rules only access delta predicates of base views, ComputeI returns the disjunction of the Vb[I]'s for

each base view delta predicate 4Vb accessed (Lines (5)-(11)). Since C2 is a \peephole" optimization, we are

conservative in computing I. Once Vb[I] uses a non-distinguished variables of Vj [S], ComputeI returns true.

ComputeD is very similar. Vj[U ] is computed by taking the union of Vk[U ] for each underlying view Vk but

disregarding non-distinguished variables of Vj.

DeriveVMRE (Figure 16) is used to compute VMRE of a view Vj . It takes as input the conventional view

maintenance rules of Vj that uses just the auxiliary views. It then replaces each XVk:j by either XVk:j[E ]

or Vk[E ]; Bk (Bk are the selection conditions in XVk:j[S]) making all possible substitution combination.

ComputeC2 (Figure 16) is used to compute C2 for some XVk:j[A]. It �rst rewrites the conventional

view maintenance rules using DeriveVMRE . It then eliminates the rules in V MRE of Vj by considering

modi�cation constraints. The remaining rules are augmented with Vj [A] if possible. Finally, it chooses the

rules that use XVk:j [E ]. All this rewriting is done in Lines (1)-(6). It examines the rewritten rules and selects

predicates that can be added to C2 as discussed in Section 3.2.2 (Lines (7)-(20)).

B Other Modi�cation Constraints

In this appendix, we show how the auxiliary views of V4 (introduced in Section 2) can be made smaller

by considering modi�cation constraints that express \append-only" insertions and referential integrity con-

straints.
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Algorithm A.5 ComputeI // ComputeD is similar

Input Vj // the non-base view whose Vj [I] is being computed

Output Vj [I] // the e�ective insertion constraint of Vj

Method

(1) fRg  V MRE of Vj

(2) for each R 2 fRg do

(3) if the delta predicate 4V is in the rule and

V is not a base view then

(4) Replace 4V by the RHS(V MRE) of V

(5) Vj[I] false // Initialize Vj[I]

(6) for each R 2 fRg do // go through the rewritten rules

Let the delta predicate in R be 4Vb

(7) if Vb[I] uses a non-distinguished variable of Vj[S]

(8) Return true

(9) Vj [I] Vj[I] _ Vb[I]

(10) Return Vj[I]

Figure 15: Algorithm for Computing Vj [I]

Among the views in our working example, it is reasonable to assume that V1 (which is a copy of line)

is append-only. That is, there are only insertions to V1 and furthermore, they only refer to the last sale

or the newest sale. More speci�cally, the sID's of the insertions are equal to either the current maxi-

mum sID value in V1 or one more than that value. This constraint can be expressed by setting V1[I] to

V1MAXsID[E ](MAXsID) ^ (sID �MAXsID). The WHA de�nes V1MAXsID to contain a single tuple

that records the current maximum sID of V1. Since there is only one tuple in V1MAXsID, the WHA sets

V1MAXsID[A] to true. Revisiting Rules (23) through (26) (Section 3.2.2), and assuming Rules (25) and

(26) are eliminated using referential integrity constraints (shown next), C2 of XV2:4[A] is set to

V1MAXsID[E ](MAXsID) ^ (sID �MAXsID) ^ (XV3:4[E ]_ V3[E ]):

This results in a signi�cant savings in space because XV2:4 only has to save tuples derived from the most

recent sales tuples.

We now show how Rules (25) and (26) are eliminated using referential integrity constraints ignoring

updates for now. We assume that there is a referential integrity constraint from V2 to V3 on the mID

attribute. From the point of view of V3, this means that if a tuple t3 is inserted into V3 with an mID

value of \mID3", there is no V2 tuple with an mID value of \mID3". This can be expressed by setting

V3[I] to :V2(X;mID; Y ). Notice that this V3[I] implies that mID is the key of V3 as well. If 4V3; V3[I] is

substituted for 4V3 in Rules (25) and (26), the RHS's of both rules evaluate to false and the rules can be

ignored.

Lastly, it is also important to know when it is possible to propagate updates to Vk directly to a view Vj

as opposed to propagating them as deletions followed by insertions. This is possible when the updates never

modify key Vk attributes (which are distinguished in Vj [S]) or attributes involved in selection conditions

or join conditions of Vj [S]. These Vk updates were called protected updates in [QGMW96]. Whether Vk
updates are protected (w.r.t. some view Vj) or not can be checked using the Vk[U ] modi�cation constraint.

If updates are not protected, the updates must be described in Vk[I]. Thus, a Vk[I] has two disjuncts:

Iins that describes insertions and Iupd that describes the new updated tuples in case there are unprotected

updates. In the previous example, we assumed Iupd of V3[I] was false. Since Vk updates are protected w.r.t.

some view Vj, the insertion constraint must be associated with both Vk and Vj (i.e., Vk:j[I]).
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Algorithm A.6 DeriveVMRE

Input V MR of Vj // view maintenance rules that use auxiliary views and modi�cations

fXVk:jg // the auxiliary views of Vj

Output V MRE of Vj // view maintenance rules that use extensions

Method

(1) V MRE = fg

(2) for each rule R in V MR do

(3) V MRE  V MRE[

For each XVk:j in R, substitute either XVk:j [E];Bk or Vk[E].

Make all possible combinations of substitutions.

(Bk are the built-in predicates in XVk:j [S].)

(4) Return V MRE

Algorithm A.7 ComputeC2

Input XVk:j // the auxiliary view whose XVk:j [A] is being calculated

fRg // view maintenance rules that use auxiliary views from [QGMW96]

Vj // the view being maintained

Output C2 of XVk:j [A]

Method

(1) fRg  DeriveV MRE(fRg)

(2) fRg  rewrite the rules by replacing 4V with 4V; V [I] and 5V with 5V; V [D]

(Use ComputeI or ComputeD if V is a not a base view.)

(3) eliminate rules in fRg that produce no modi�cations

(4) if Vj [K] = false then

(5) augment fRg with Vj [A]

(6) fR0g  subset of fRg that uses the predicate XVk:j [E]

(7) C2  false // will contain expression to be returned

(8) for each rule R0 2 fR0g do

(9) c true // will contain conjunction R0 predicates included in C2

(10) fsg  the predicates of R0

(11) V ARS  Vars(predicate XVk:j[E] in R0) // initialize to vars used by XVk:j [E]

(12) while there is an s0 2 fsg that is not XVk:j [E] nor a delta predicate and

V ar(s0)\V ARS 6= �

(13) if s0 represents some XVl:j[E] or Vl[E] and // If 4Vl is in some rule,

there exists R00 2 fR0g with 4Vl then // cannot add XVl:j[E] nor Vl[E]

pass

(14) else

(15) c c ^ s0 // s0 passes criteria and is included in C2

(16) if s0 is an ordinary predicate then

(17) V ARS  V ARS[V ar(s0)

(18) fsg  fsg � fs0g

(19) C2  C2 _ c

(20) Return C2

Figure 16: Algorithm for Computing C2
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